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EFFECTS 03? SWEEPIMCK OhT BOUNDARY LAYER ANTII
By ROBEETT. JOSES
SEPARATION
SU31}IARY
Follmring ihe law of stress adopted in the Narier-Stokes
equations, the configuration of [he riscmis jlvw in planes at
right angles to the am”~of an in$nite cylind(r is found to be
indep(nde nt of the am.al motion of z%ecylinder. In the .limi~ing
case o-fa yawed or szrept wing of M-Y high asped ra~w, certain
bvunclary-[aycr and separation phenomena are thus determined
i)idep(ndenily by the crosswise component of relocity. It fol-
10UWlhat the e~ect of suvepback is fo increase fhe area of stable
laminar j70w and to decrease the lift coefficient at zchich jlow
separation occurs.
INTRODUCTION
Experimental observations of the viscous flow o~eroblique
wings and bodies present, such complex phenomena that e~e~
th? most approximate simpIy@v principle may be of value in
interpreting these obsemwtions. In the case of compressi-
ble flow, such a simplifying principle n-as found by stucIying
the idealized probIem of the perfectly c-ylindricd obIique
flow, corresponding to the infinite aspect-ratio wing, or the
infinitely slender body. In that case, the equations of motion
together w-ith the boundau conditions applicable to a me-r-
ing cvIinJer in a frictionless fluid showed that (1) the flow
pattek and pressure. disturbances in planes at right angles
to the cylindrical axis are determined solely by the compone-
nt of veIocity in these pIanes, and (2) the axiaI motion of
the cyhnder produces no effect. on the flow-. LTOWthe ques-
tion is: Can simiIar generalizations be made concerning the
viscous flow procIucecI by an infinite cylinder mo~ing obli-
quely? For this case, the IVavier-stokes equations, together
with the given bounclary conditions, suppIy a definite
answer. It can be shown that proposition (1) still applies
while proposition (2), of course, does not. Thus it is to be
e.=qwcted that various features of the viscous flow such as
bounclary-layer thickness and separation point ij obserred in
planes at right angles to the cylindrical am-s w-ill be determined
solely by the component of velocity of the cj-lincler in these
planes.
OBLIQUE VISCOUS FLOW
To verify this feature of the oblique flow-, consider first the
disturbance produced by a pure crosswise motion of the
cylinder. The motion and the state of stress will be the same
in aII cross sections. Each particle in a given cross section
is thus associated with a whole string of particles, or a fila-
ment, connecting the various cross sections ancI motig as
a unit. ObviousIy we may introduce any arbitrary length-
w-ise translation of these filaments without affecting their
progress across the cylinder, since each particIe m-ill simpIy
mo-re from one cross section to another similar one. Such a
lengthwise motion of the tiaments -wiII. of course, introduce
shearing stre:-es in this direction, but these stresses mill not
affect the rate of shear ancl heuce will not affect th~ s&ajng
stress in the cross-wise clirection.
The nondependence of the cross 30W and the axial flow is, of
course, the result of the law- of shearing stress adopted in the
NTatier-Stokes equations. The shearing stress in one direc-
tion is taken to be proportional to the rate of shearing in this
chrection ancI is independent of the rate of shearing in other
directions. At high rates of shear where an appreciable
temperat ui-e rise k involved, the independence of the shear-
~g stresses can DO longer be ass~ed. Such conditions
occur at very high Mach numbers and are, of course, beyond
the range of ~aliclity of the ATatier-Stokes equations.
THE LAXIINAR BOUNDARY LAYER ON AX OBLIQUE FLAT
PLATE
The simpIest case of viscous, cylinclriccd flow is the laminar
boundary layer over a flat plate (Blasius flow). The m@l-
known result of BIasius shows a parabolic increase of bound-
ary-layer thickness beginning at. the leading edge, that isz
,——
In accordance with the foregoing statements the boundary-
kyer thickness at any given. point will not be affected by the
introduction of an additional ~eIocity paralleI to the leading
edge of the plate. In fact, Blasius’ formula shows no change
in ~ if w-e change .X so that it is measured along the direction
of the new resultant _reIocity since, in this case, both X and V -_
are changed in the same ratio, figure 1. The rewdt ant drag
on the obIique plate lies in the direction of the resultant
~elocity, but the component. force in the direction at right
angles to the leacling edge can be determined soleIy from the
velocity component. in this direction.
An approximate so~ution for the laminar boundary layer
on an obIique plate with a fa~orable pressure gradient has
been given recerdy by PrancItI in reference 1. On the as-
sumption that the flow in the bounclary layer departs only
s~~htl~ from the cI~ection of the ma~ streamj Prandt] ob-
tains the ~e~ocity protle of the boundary layer in two mu-
tually perpendicular clirections. It appears that the resuItant
friction drag is inclinecl away from the stream direction
tov-arcl the direction of the fa~orabIe pressure graclient.
WKND.TUNNEL TESTS OF CIRCULAR WIRES
With more complex flows involtig pressure stresses as
-weIIm viscous stresses, compkje soIutions have been obtained
only for -rery low- ReynoIcls numbers. At high Reynolds
numbers &e presswre stresses predominate but ticosity
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FIGUREI.–Boundary la~er on emoblique flat plate.
pIays tin important part through its effect on separation.
Thus in the case of a circular cylinder the flow separates
approximately half-way around the surface and a K$rmfin
vortex street is formed in the wake. One would expect thtit
the geometry of this pattern, the vortex frequency, etc.,
would clepend only on the crosswise component of velociiy.
Figurez shows the result. of a wind-tunneI test on a circuIar
wire at different angles of yaw (reference 2). In these tests
the Reynolds number based on the crosswise component
varied from 102 to 103—a range in which the drag coefficient
is nearIy constant. Over this range the crosswise component
of the drag force on the wire shoulcl be proportional to (V cos
#)z and the tests do indicate this variation.
In the case of the circuIar cylinder there is a certain critical
Reynolds number at which the line of separation shifts rapid-
ly to a more rearward position. This shift is accompanied by
a marked reduction in the drag coefficient. If the cyJinder is
obIique, the critical Reynolds number should be delayed to a
higher speed such that
V cos P ‘= R,,,,,,~l
v
STABILITY OF LAMINAR FLOW
It is well known that a laminar boundary layer or surface
of discontinuity becomes unstable at certain Reynolds num-
bers. Calculations of the stability of the Iaminar boundary
layer in two-dimensional motion have been made by Toll-
mein, Schlichting and, more recentJy, by Lees and Lin. The
theoretical predictions have been verified experimentally in
important respects by Dryden, Schubauer, and Skramstad
(references 3 and 4), who find that transition to turbulent
fiow can result from fluctuations in the laminar layer. h.
~hc case of a yawed plate or airfoil the _calculated boundary-
layer waves wouId, of course, have their crests and troughs
aligned with the leading edge and their stability would be
determined by the ReynoIck number of the crosswise com-
pommt of the stream velocity, In case transifiion is caused
by such oscillations one would expecb ihc transition line to
recede from the leading edge with increasing ang]e.s of yaw
in a stce.am of const.aut velocity, On the other hand, if transi-
tion is- caused by roughness of the surface, a cylindrical flow
cannot be assumed and the transition may, of course, lm
affected differently.
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FIGURE2.—Experimental variation of cross-wiw forco on mr oblique wire.
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An interesting case ~hich departs radically from the
usual assumptions made for a cylindrical boundwy has been
investigateed by G. 1. Taylor (see reference 5). Taylor
investigates the stability of T-iscous flow in the ammdar
space between t~vo concentric circitar cylinders in reIative
rotation. After a certain Reynolds number is emeeded the
cylindrical form of the flow disappears and a reguIar vortex
formation appears with the -rortex rotations at 90° to the
rotation of the cylinders, and alternating periodically along
their length. GortIer and Liepmann find similar three-
dimensional disturbances in other cases of boundary-layer
ffow along convex ~alls. According to E1epmann (refer-
ence 6) transition from laminar to turbulent flow results
from this three-dimensional type. of instability if the surface
is concave, but transition on a plane or cormex surface
results from the two-dimensional type of wa.-re motion
mentioned earIier.
F~OW SEPARATION AND MAXINUM LIFT
The separation of flow over a straight wing occurs when
the ad-rerse pressure increase opposing the motion is suf-
ficient to re~erse the momentum of the fluid in the boundary
layer. (See fig. 3.) In the case of the oblique wing the
I
<:
FIGURE 3.–EEt’et of yaw on”paths oi partieles:i separatd Mmdary L%yer.
resultant pressure gradient is, of course, at right angles to
the 10ZW axis of the wing and both this pressure and the
components of the Tkcous stress distribution lying in this
direction will be determined by the crosswise component of
Velocity. IIence the circumstances leading to separation of
HOWo~er the straight wing wiII be reproduced if the cross-
wise component of motion of the oblique wing is the same as
that of the straight -wing. In both cases separation N-iJ.lbe
taken to mean that. the fluid in the boundary layer has 10SL
the component of momentum that carries it. across the wing.
In the oblique case the boundary layer will then flow in a
direction parallei to the long axis.
The known ad~erse tiects of sweepback on the lift and
&ag of a ~Dg cm be at leastpartialIye.splained by this
analysis. Accorcling to the t-we-dimensional theory a -wing
which show-s boundary-layer reversaI and maximum Iift
at I!7~=1.4, if yawed 45°, -would shot-i-separation accompanied
by a fully de~eloped lateral motion of the bounclary layer
at CL=0.7. In each case the lift would drop and the
resultant. force would falI back to a position nearly at right.
angles to the chord because of the loss of the suction force
on the leachng edge. At, 60° yaw the predicted ma.si.gurn
Lift coefficient would be only 0.35. Wind-tunnel obser~a-
tions of the boundary-layer flow- over swep t-back wings crgree
qualit at i-rely with these predictions in regard to flow separa-
tion but do not. show the expected 10SS in masimum lift.
Instead of a drop in lift. after boundary-layer separation,
some experiments indicate an increase in lift-curve slope
at this point. OrcliuariIy the forces and moments on ihe
sxept ring do begin to show nonlinear variations at the
separation point, however, and there is a sharp rise in clrag __
at this point. indicating that the loss of suction at the leading
edge does occur. The Lendency to follow the two-dimen-
sional theory up to the point of separation and the partial
failure of the theory after separation indicates that the
“end effects” are much great er in the separated flow thtin
in the unseparated flow. This situation is not surprising
from the physical standpoint, since the influence of the tips
-w-ould ob-riously be more extensi~e in the case of a thick
separated region than in the case of a relatively thin bound-
ary layer. It must be supposed, however, that as the aspect
ratio of the swept-back wing is increased its ma.ximurn ML
eoefiicient wiU show an increasing tendency to follow the
COS2law-. The experiments on oblique circular w-h-es, which
in-rol~e large regions of separated flow and yet follow the
two-dimensional theory, lend support LO this hypothesis.
.AMEs .%EROXAUTICAL LABORATORY,
N’ATIOXAL~DVISORY C’OWITTEE FOR .%EROX.4~1CS,
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